
 

 

Welcome back to school and Happy New Year! We hope you all had 

a relaxing Christmas break. 

This term our theme is ‘Tell Me A Story’. We will be 

exploring two stories over the course of the term, 

‘Handa’s Surprise’ and ‘Walking through the Jungle’. 

We will take the opportunity to look at different 

cultures through these stories, investigating 

different clothes, music and foods! We will continue 

working closely with the speech therapy team to support the development of our 

speaking and listening skills across the curriculum.  

Our cognition sessions this term will focus on the 

consolidation of key number skills, such as 1:1 

correspondence and addition and subtraction. We will 

be linking our number sessions to our stories, so 

expect lots of jungle and safari animal songs and 

counting activities!  

As part of our creativity lessons this term, we will be exploring art and music 

from other cultures. We will create African silhouette art and use different 

fabrics to create traditional outfits. Look out for pictures on Tapestry of our 

jungle animal display!  

We are lucky to be working with ‘We Can Dance’ this term. Helen, our dance 

teacher, will be leading some dance sessions for us on a Thursday morning so we 

are looking forward to learning some new moves from her (and teaching her 

some of ours!) We will continue our weekly PE and cycling sessions to develop our 

gross motor skills and each week students will take part in a session focussing 

on fine motor skills; joining in a playdough disco, using tweezers, scissors, and 

other tools to develop hand eye coordination.  

Throughout the term we will also be exploring celebrations including Chinese 

New Year, Valentines Day and Easter – so lots to look forward to!  

If you have any questions or queries please don’t hesitate to email me  

Best wishes, All of the Base 2 team    
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